Some peg the beginning of quantum information theory at the year 1984, when the BB84 quantum cryptographic protocol was introduced. Others peg it at 1993, with the fantastic invention of quantum teleportation. A not wholly to be discounted view, however, is that quantum information actually took its start in the years 1972-73. In that period A. S. Holevo published three seminal papers-one having to do with why we must consider the positive operator-valued measures among the fleet of possible measurements used for decoding a quantum signal; one having to do with the very definition of a quantum mechanical channel as a linear completely-positive trace-preserving map; and one having to do with the capacity of a quantum channel for conveying classical information. It is thus a pleasure to see, now almost 30 years later, these results and many more from the wider community tied together in a single book whose aim is to turn inward and ask, "What might all of this tell us about the statistical structure upon which quantum theory is grounded?"
that is, POVMs whose elements are related to each other via the action of elements drawn from a unitary representation of some group. In Chapter 3, we find first a discussion of various general properties for completely positive maps-for instance that they obey a kind of operator Schwarz inequality, and that the quantum relative entropy is monotone under their action. It then caps off with a discussion of the various kinds of capacity a quantum channel can have and a detailed exposition of quantum dynamical semigroups.
Chapters 4 and 5, "Repeated and Continuous Measurement Processes" and "Processes in Fock Space," are in a sense more advanced (at least for this reader), relying more heavily on a familiarity with measure theory for their digestion. First the concept of a completely positive instrument is introduced. Basically this is the theory of general quantum-state changes associated with measurement processes, including measurements with a continuous number of outcomes and measurements continuous in time. From there, there are discussions of the repeatability of generalized measurements, the standard quantum limit and its transcendence with clever measurement interactions, quantum nondemolition measurements, and the quantum Zeno effect. More important, but less well known to this community, are the limit theorem for convolutions of instruments (crucial for the understanding of continuous measurement processes), facts on convolution semigroups of instruments, and instrumental processes. The closing chapter focuses on quantum stochastic calculus and purification theorems (here called dilation theorems) for giving unitary dynamical descriptions of instrumental processes. Subtopics include the quantum Ito formula, quantum stochastic differential equations, and Wiener and Poisson processes in Fock space.
All the lectures in this book are presented in the author's characteristic no-nonsense style, making it a gem of a reference work. The bibliography, in fact, is a rich source of material, indispensable for filling in how to actually derive all the advertised results. The clear-cut purpose of the monograph is not to go through the mechanics of each theorem, but to paint a picture in modern art. Throughout, there is an emphasis on how each and every quantum result differs from its analog in the classical probabilistic model. One does, however, fear that a central illuminating thread is somehow missing from the exposition, though the author cannot be blamed: It is a thread no one has yet seen. A radical departure from classical probability theory, yes. But why? What is the all-important, undeniable physical fact that forces this revised calculus upon us? Can we state it in a way that does not consist of a dozen disparate theorems? One day we will get there. In the mean time, though, an exposition like this is part of the necessary journey. It is likely to be as Gertrude Stein said of the more classical kind of modern art, "It looks strange and it looks strange and it looks very strange; and then suddenly it doesn't look strange at all and you can't understand what made it look strange in the first place."
